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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the nature of radicalism,

proposes definitions and dimensions, and suggests the dynamics of
radical thoughts and their interrelation with schools. A radical idea
is one which is highly divergent from the normative values,
behaviors, ideals or traditions of a culture at a point in time. This
paper views radical ideas as occurring at either end of a right-left
spectrum of social thought. While one might expect radical right and
radical left ideas to be dichotomous, there are a number of areas of.
convergence. Because schools are a majox agent of socialization, they
are one of the primary foci of reform movemelits, both as agents and
targets. Thus, the content of radical social ideas has a direct
relation to the content present in schools. In terms of process,
schools in an open society must be able to provide an intellectual
setting in which conflicting ideas can be examined. This process
implication of radical ideas for education assumes adequate academic
freedom and intellectual prowess to engage students in these
typically controversial topics. Unfortunately, the tradition of
intellectual and academic freedom has not been well established in
the public schools. Educators need to undertake the study of social
radicalism and to provide students with opportunities for extensive
investigation of radical social ideas. (Author/JLB)
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Although the term "radical" has a pejorative connotation in

contemporary society, it is still true that radical ideas have

moved societies to significant improvements as well as chaotic

disasters. The notion of democracy as a governmental organization

was radical at its inception, and is still a radical idea in some

parts of the world. Worshipping one God, many Gods or no Gods

have each been radical ideas at some time or place. The initial

development of atomic weaponry was a radical departure from what

had taen conventional warfare. While one may argue about whether

each of these ideas represents social improvement or deterioration,

it remains that radical thoughts provide the basis for much social

change. This, by no means, includes all op even a majority at

radical thoughts nor does it include all examples of social change.

But the current antiintellectual trend in some areas of American

society brands all radical ideas as evil and establishes blockades

and censorship to prevent open discussion of them.

This paper examines the nature of radicalism, proposes-defin

itions and dimensions, and suggests the dynamics of radical

thoughts and their interrelatian with schools. The method of study



employed is an analysis of literature about radicalism, including

historical and social scientific treatises, formulation of a con-

ceptual framework for the paper, and examination of a sample of

radical literature about society and schools.

The definition of radicalism used in this paper incorporates

time and space dimensions and involves a cultural dynamic. That is,

a radical idea is one which is highly divergent from the normative

values, behaviors, ideals or traditions of a culture at a point in

time. Radicalism is a system of belief in one or more of these radi-

cal ideas. The time dimension figures in as one views ideas occurrin

in a period - historical, present or future . and determines that

the idea is or is not highly divergent from accepted mores of the

time. Democracy as a governmental form has had periods of radical-

ness. Presumably, some prehistoric tribes about which we have only

fragmentary knowledge provided for government by common consent. The

development of monarchic forms of government became commonplace,

during which democracy would have been considered radical. Certainly,

representative democracy was a radical view during the Middle Ages.

Now, a radical view in America could be support for a monarchy. A

future social engineering government with technocracy as the power



is a radical idea now.1

This illustrates also the place dimension of radical thought.

Monarchies, though the power base has changed, are still within main-.

stream thinking in many European countries. The actual abolition of

formal royalty and the mass distribution of the wealth controlled by

royal lineage in England would surely be a radical view there, while

it is not such a radical idea in America unless one uses the analogy

of royalty to the industrial-military-complex. The illustration is

to show the cultural framework for radicalism.

Writers have argued that America has a tradition of radicalism.

Howard Mumford Jones traces radical men and ideas from the explora-

tory period forward. He calls the American Revolution radical and

states that the twilight of America's reputation for radicalism may

have occurred with Roosevelt's New Deal. 2
Staughton Lynd notes that

the radical tradition in America comes from both English and American

ideas and is centered on the relation of man to state.
3

T.B. Bottonore

focuses on the differences in dissent patterns in Europe and America

and provides examples of radical ideas existing according to location

and cultural tradition.4 Others have shown links between American lifr

and radical thought.5 Daniel Boorstin argues that radicalism has

been displaced by "new barbarians" in America. His premise is that
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real radicalism incorporates a search for meaning, a particular con-

tent that indicates its rootst and an affirmation of community inter.

est in the same problems. These characteristics, Boorstin feels, are

not present in modern American dissenters who search for power rather

than significance.6

Although Jean Frangois Revel's recent book, Without Marx or

Jesus argues that the United States is the most likely country to

undergo revolutionary change, and presents evidence that the change

has begun, radicalism is not an American commodity. 7 Each society

has some determinents of radicalism and they vary as societies vary.

Neither are radical ideas a new phenomenon. ;As monogamy is a revolu-

tionary idea to a polygamous or polyandrous society, so mass educati0(

at pdblic expense was a radical thought in 17th century Europe. Rad-

icalism, then, has both time and place dimensions. It is a relative

concept that depends upon cultural mores, traditions and values for

its definition. The essence of radicalism is its divergence from

socially established norms of thought and behavior.

Radicalism, as a belief system, and radicals, as individuals

proposing dramatic reforms or protesting heinous sins, are a force

in modern societies. Among radicals there is often little agreement

on ends or means, but on certain issues there appears to be conver-

gence. The most commonly accepted notion is that of revolutionary



change. Despite the problems of labelling, this paper views radical

ideas as occurring at either end of a right-left spectrum of social

thought. That is, as Clinton Rossiter points out in Conservatism in

America: The Thankless Persuasion, both ends of the spectrum express

revolutionary views.8 There is a body of literature which speaks of

the radical right as well as the radical left.9

While one might expect radical right and radical left ideas to

be dichotomous, it is interesting to note that there are a number of

areas of convergence. Both appear to share a belief in individual

liberties, though they might approach it quite differently. Accord-

ingly, both fear highly centralized governments and government inter-

ference.10 This is expressed through attacks on the current welfare

system, income and other taxes, and some major governmental institu-

tions. The schools represent obvious institutions of government,

and, thus, are ready targets for both right wing and left wing radi-

cals. Some argue that schools be abolished entirely while others

recommend whole-scale reform. The distinctions between right and

left radical ideas for schools lie in the reasons for and proposed

results of revolutionary change.

The self-destruction of successful radical movements is another

dynamic of this topic. The vast majority of radical ideas fail to

become accepted in the larger society. It can be presumed that a



large number of revolutionary ideas do not attract a sufficient con-

stituency to establish even fleeting visibility in the public eye.

Other radical views gain adherents, but are not sustained and fall

out of public awareness. Brief encounters with radical religious,

sexual, economic, political, and educational proposals have filled

newspapers and magazines since printing began. Most of these groups

remain outside of the dominant societal value system or they fade

away into Oblivion. Some r%dical notions, for a variety of reasons,

develop articulate and powerful supporters and become assimilated

into the intellectual mainstream of a society. Christianity, male

dominance, socialism, bureaucracy and kindergartens exemplify this

trait. Nhen an idea considered radical at one time and place be.

comes established in a society it loses its radical connotation and

self-destroys as a radical movement. 11

One of the few means available for the testing of radical ideas

is the school. Because schools are a major agent of socialization,

they are one of the primary foci of reform movements. Whether the

social intent of such movements is toward elitism or massism, specia:6

ization or generalization, permissiveness or control, individuality

or conformity or a variety of other social polarities, the schools

provide an opportunity to prepare the new society or to resurrect

the old. The radical viewpoint, right or left, sees this opportunity

6



to instill values in the young and to drastically alter society by

major alteration in a dominant social institution. Vocal critics of

education following World War II and continuing through the Sputnik

panic included those in protest against what they perceived as the

evils of progressive education. Many of the critics were in the

social mainstream, advocating modest adjustments in curriculum and

landling of students. Others proposed more extensive change in

schools.
12

More contemporary critics have cited the schools' failure to be

adequately permissive; its ddhumanization, and its high degree of

conformity. 13 Some of these writers argue for moderate modification,

while others want radical system change. Right wing proposals to

eliminate governmental control of schools and compulsory education14

are strikingly similar to left wing advocacy for the abolition of

schools.
15

The reasons for destroying mass, compulsory education

obviously differ, but the proposals are related to new concepts of

individual liberty in society shared by radical right and left.

There are numerous implications for education, both as content

and process. Radical social ideas often involve social institutions

as reform agents or targets. Schools as a dominant socializing in-

stitution are widely available as means for constructing the potentie:

new society. Schools are also obvious targets of reform movements



since they represent the establishment and its attempts to inculcate

selected cultural values. Thus, the content of radical social ideas

has a direct relation to the content (form, structure, operation,

orientation and knowledge) present in schools. In terms of process,

the schools of an open society must be able to provide an intellectua:

setting in which conflicting ideas can be examined. Radical ideas

are part of an open society and the schools are the obvious location

for thorough inquiry into radical as well as more moderate view.

points. This process implication of radical ideas for education

assumes school staffs have adequate academic freedom and intellectual

prowess to engage students in these typically controversial topics.

It also assumes societal agreement that such issues be addresses.

Unfortunately, the tradition of intellectual and academic free-

dom that pervades higher education, though even that fluctuates in

times of stress and among different institutions, has not been well

established in the public schools. Rather, areas of controversy have

more typically been exempt from adequate treatment in elementary and

secondary schools.16 This dismal history in public education is

chronicled by Howard K. Beale17 and Bessie Pierce18 and given modern

exposure in a recen:: publication.19 Yet, there is a need to pursue

open education as an essential condition for an open society, and thiF

assumes the need to expose radical social ideas to students. The
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intent is not to radicalize them, that can be done also by failure

to permit discussion of contrary ideas, but to provide the open

forum needed to test radical ideas by giving students the opportunitl

to consider, study, accept, reject or modify radical thoughts.

That social change happens is substantiated by a broad social

scientific literature. This paper notes the existence of work on

radicalism in America and suggests that radical social ideas have

an impact on social change and on social institutions. Obviously,

not all radical ideas are sound or acceptable or worthy of discus-

sion, but some are. The schools as a socialization agent are both

recipients of the impact radical ideas for social change and the

means for appropriate consideration of those ideas. There is a

societal need for educators to undertake the study of social radi-

calism and to provide students with the opportunity for extensive

investigation of radical social ideas.
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